The 
Introduction
In recent years, inpainting is a hot issues in computer graphics and computer vision. Inpainting is the art world's term for what researchers in image processing call "image interpolation." Using the surrounding region info, image restoration technology is to repair or fill the damaged data, and it is an interpolation problem essentially. The technology has a broad prospect: fill the art, repair old photos, heritage preservation, film and television stunts production, and virtual reality. At present, most image processing software repair the image by interactive hand.
Arithmetic iterative method is an earlier way to restore the image; the method does not require the image model, and it relies on the convergence iteration with a minimum square significance. Iteration is calculated point by point, which can be improved based on local characteristics at different degrees, and the result is better than those based on smooth model. However, iterative method is not suitable for the image with holes; such images are usually repaired by diffusion method. Bertalmio and Sapio, who earlier to study the inpainting, use of PDE to repair image, and they think the overall image info should be used to decide how to fill cracks or holes consider. The surrounding info of repaired region must be extended to the internal cracks or holes [1] . The algorithm used third-order partial differential equations. Taking into account the anisotropy of diffusion, the external information of isoline for repaired region borderline is spread to the middle pixels along the normal of contour. Based on Bertalmio's study, Chan gives a local repair method [2] . The local model does not need overall understanding or statistical studying, ant it can only repair the smooth narrow fracture. He proposed curvature driven partial differential equations (CDD), and it is also a third-order partial differential equations, which expanding from the total variation method [3] . In the diffusion process, equal luminosity line with bigger curvature is restrained by the curvature of contour line. The method can repair the larger region, but the boundaries are often blurred. Combined flexible curve model [4] and objectives edge model, Chan proposed Mumford-Shah-Euler image model [5] , which is based on the level set method. According to image degradation process and the degradation factor, Wang used local maximum energy to repair image, but it can not process the image with holes faultlessly [6] . Some scholars, using radial basis function (RBF), convert image processing into three-dimensional surface reconstruction problems [7, 8] . The implicit surface equation is established by RBF to described scattered data points, but the direct use of RBF can not get good effect for the larger holes.
The existent methods have not taken good use of information of overall image to fill the cracks or holes, which involves the psychology of visual problems. Image magnification and image repair
Fractal coding
The method of fractal image compression transfers a digital into a group of contract iterates function system (IFS) model [10] . Encoding IFS's parameters achieves image compression. This method may gain higher compression ratio, as well as decoding rapidly. For many not strictiy self-similar image, the usual fractal image compression method based on block partition divides the image into non-overlap regular shape block collection. Every block's iterate function system is found out by local selfsimilarity. The parameters of all iterate function system form fractal image compression code.
The original image I of N  N first is partitioned into non-overlapping regions called the range block R with size B  B (B usually takes 8, 6, 4 etc.). Domain blocks are extracted from original image. Each domain is of size 2B  2B which should be larger than that of the range block to fulfill contractive requirement. The pool of domains, {Dj} (j=1,2…m) is obtained by sliding a window, is size equal to 2B 2B, in a single pixel step across the original image from the left to right and from the bottom to the top.
For a grey scale image, the affine transformation wi can be considered as a three dimension entity with two spatial dimension and one intensity dimension.
The domain pool {Di} and contractive affine transformation set {wi} are defined for the range block Ri, then the encoding process starts. Searching a domain block in domain pool for each range block, then ⅰ) Contracting the size of the range block ⅱ) Applying one of self-symmetry transformations ⅲ) Completing a shift of intensity to match the range block most approximately. For a given range block, the method of finding a suitable domain block is to use affine and selfsymmetry transformation). Time of Encoding process time will become longer along with reducing in range block size. For each range block in image, a search of all transformation domain blocks is made, and the distance between the range block and transformed domain blocks is calculated (the block with the smallest distance is chosen). 
Fractal interpolation
Because of the different basis functions, there are many traditional interpolation functions: polynomial interpolation, spline interpolation, triangle interpolation. Fractal interpolation overcomes the shortcoming of traditional method that does not reflect the local features of two neighboring, and it can get higher accuracy.
Let 
F be compression linear map of R K  , the following conditions are met:
This can be calculated: The inverse problem of fractal interpolation is how to select the optimal vertical scale factor i d to make as much as possible approach original objective function or discrete data points. We can get i d by geometric or analytical method [11] , genetic algorithms [12] , SVM function fitting [13] , PSO [14] , and other ways. 
, and the region be subdivided as
In the process of forming fractal interpolation surface, two compression transform were used, which compressed along the direction of X and Y . To ensure the continuity of entire fractal interpolation surface, it is also necessary to meet the necessary and sufficient condition for fractal interpolation surface [15] . Fractional dimension is the important characteristics of fractal, and it can be a stable feature to describe objects. Fractional dimension has a lot of definition: similarity dimension, Hausdorff dimension and box-counting dimension. Usually in the practical application the box-counting dimension is taken. Let F be nonempty limitary set in
is the number of covering F with largest diameter  . The box-counting dimension can be defined as:
For image, it was divided into many grids with size of  , and the box-counting dimension the grid number ) (F N  that can cover target area in image. Similarly, image fractal coding based on the shape cover has certain link to box-counting dimension. When  is a single pixel point, it becomes a collection of two-dimensional, and no longer has the fractal nature. Also when the range block R is a single pixel ( 1 
B
), it can not be fractal coding, and minimum value of B is 2.
Theorem 1.
For the image, fractal dimension has nothing to do with the logarithm forms. Proof. For the image, the box-counting dimension can be written as:
 , the more accurate of fractal dimension. Similarly, when the range R is smaller, the reconstruction quality is better.
Local iterative
Many images do not have strict self-similarity, and not have similarity between local and whole. They only have self-similarity between local and local, and these local IFS is entitled LIFS.
For the range 
We can proof the theorem is right when 2  n , the others can be proofed by analogy. 
Image magnification by fractal interpolation
In order to improve the quality of image inpainting, we need high-precision image features. For highlighting the main features, the image was enlarged at first, then reverse after repairing. We use fractal method to magnify the image.
Brownian motion also called Wiener process, and its trajectory formed by a lot of irregular broken lines. It is a irregular fractal curve, and it has the self-similarity of statistical nature. Fractal Brownian motion (FBM) is a smooth Gauss random function with a mean of 0, and FBM is the promotion of Brownian motion. Also it is the basis of fractal random walk and irregular diffusion. For the majority of nature object, Pentland AP has proved that the image surface met fractal Brown model.
Promoting Fractal Brownian motion, we can get random midpoint displacement: w is the size of move interval.
Fractal image interpolation is actually a recursive midpoint displacement. A pixel of image is processed by the following manner:
Original point 
Algorithm steps
Image inpainting process: First, using different sizes of the range block, making fractal coding and reconstruction; and then taking fractal local iteration; enlarging the image by fractal interpolation; Getting sub-image by sampling, making fractal interpolation for each sub-image; at last, turning to original size by re-sampling.
Concrete steps are as follows:
1）Making multi-scale fractal coding and reconstruction by the method in 4.1 section;
2）Taking fractal local iteration to strengthen local features;
3）Repeat the first two steps, until the pixel's change rate of repaired region is less than a given threshold  (in this paper,  takes 0.05);
4）Magnifying the image by fractal interpolation;
5 ） For the two-dimensional coordinates pixels of enlarged image, getting k sub-images by sampling with interval k pixels. Making fractal surface interpolation for each sub-image.
6）Resume original size by re-sampling.
Examples
In order to check the effectiveness of our method, we do experiment in the machine with Intel Pentium (R) 2.8GHz, memory for the 512, and compare our algorithm with Oliveira algorithm, TV algorithm, CDD algorithm, PDE algorithm and RBF algorithm. figure 4 , the MSE of ours is 80.34, and PSNR is 29.08; while the MSE of Oliveirais is 108.90, and PSNR is 27.76. Figure 5 shows the MSE and PSNR of the inpainting process in figure 4 . Table 1 is the compared results of various algorithms for figure 6 . In order to make a better comparison, the MSE and PSNR of Figure 6 is calculated by square region in Figure 6 From the above Examples, the image inpainting by fractal achieved good results, especially for the image with larger holes.
Conclusion
This paper use fractal technique to repair the image, which makes full use of the self-similarity of image, and it is a simple and effective method for image inpainting. The experimental results showed the effectiveness of this method, our method overcomes the shortcoming of other algorithm that can't repair large holes very good. In addition, there are some block effects in the experimental results. How to remove the block effects of fractal coding, there are many mature algorithm, so it is not discussed in the paper. The paper only use fractal technology to process the image (fractal coding, fractal interpolation, fractal magnification). In the future work, we will combine other method to study the inpainting problem.
